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STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

The action is bi'ought for the purpose of enforcing

a parol agreement for the transfer of an interest in

a mining claim.

The complaint by the appellee, T. L. Morgan,

against the appellant, Joseph Hendi'ichs, alleges that

prior to Jmie 15, 1905, the parties entered into an

agreement wherein and whereby they agreed to

locate a certain placer mining claim described in the

complaint, in the name of Joseph Hendi'ichs, and that

each should ovm an undivided one-half interest in

said claim.



Pursuant to said agi^ement, it is alleged, the par-

ties did joiutl}" locate the Byrnes Bench Claim on

Irene Creek, a tributary of Nome Biver, in the Cape

Nome District in Alaska. After the location, the

complaint continues, they worked upon the claim for

about two weeks, "as equal owners", in prospecting,

and during said period sank a shaft twenty-six feet

;

that they jointh contributed provisions, labor and

tools in the "prospecting" thereof. By reason of

these facts, the appellee, T. L. Morgan, claims to be

entitled to a decree conveying to him an undivided

half interest in and to said claim.

Under the provisions of the Alaska Code defend-

ant filed a general denial, and also set up that neither

the defendant, nor any one legally authorized by him

had made a contract in writing to make any convey-

ance.

The claim had been leased to Morrison and others

prior to the beginning of tliis action, and a stipula-

tion was entered into between the parties, though

the lessees were no parties to the action or to the

stipulation, that one-half of the royalties to becom.e

due under the lease should be deposited in the regis-

try of the Court, and an order was therefore entered

for the deposit of such royalties, to remain in the

registry "until the final determination of the above

" entitled action, to be disposed of as the above en-

" titled court shall hereafter direct". Pursuant to

this order five thousand and seventy-eight and

90/100 ($5078.90) dollars was paid into the registry



of the Court. The Court found that all of the alle-

gations of the comi3laint were true, that the defend-

ant had expended the sum of two and 50/100 ($2.50)

dollars for recording the certificate of location, and

that the amount above named as one-half of the

royalties had been paid into the registry. It con-

cluded that plaintiff was entitled to a decree that

Hendrichs make a deed, and that the Clerk be

directed to pay plaintiff the sum of five thousand

and seventy-eight and 90/100 ($5078.90) dollars, less

the sum of one and 25/100 ($1.25) dollars, one-half

of the amount paid for recording the certificate of

location by the defendant, and that plaintiff have

his costs.

A decree accordingly was made on June 4, 1908.

On April 7, 1908, an amended decree was made,

which in place of directing the Clerk to pay over the

royalties to the plaintiff, Morgan, adjudged that

plaintiff have and recover from defendant the same

sum, to ^^^t, five thousand and seventy-seven and

65/100 ($5077.65) dollars, being the profits arising

from the claim to date of the decree. This decree

was ordered entered nunc pro tunc as of January 4,

1908. It is from the decree as thus amended that

the present appeal is taken.

The evidence at the trial was as foUow^s

:

Morgan had known Hendrichs' family in St. Paul

and had known him when he was a boy (pp. 72, 89,

Transcript), but Hendrichs, who was much the

younger man did not know whether he knew Morgan



there or not (Transcript p. 150). They met in

Alaska in 1899 (p. 72, Transcript). From Novem-

ber, 1903, to Jmie, 1905, they had been engaged to-

gether in mining—as partners together with one

Adams in a "lay" or lease on the Alma Bench, be-

longing to one Dngan (Transcript p. 73).

On June 2, 1905, Morgan made an affidavit in an

action which he had conmaenced against Adams and

Hendrichs in regard to his rights under this partner-

ship in the lease in which he swore that he believed

" that said defendant, Joseph Hendrichs, is acting

" and workmg in collusion with the said defendant,

" George Adams, to cheat and defraud this plain-

" tiff" (Transcript p. 96). Dugan was appointed

receiver in said action (Transcript p. 96), and the

parties continued to work on the Alma Bench under

the receiver, returning to the claim on the 7th or

8th of June (Transcript p. 150). Notwithstanding

this affidavit which was seiwed upon Hendrichs,

Morgan testifies that their friendly relations contin-

ued (Transcript p. 150). This is absolutely denied

by Hendrichs and several of the witnesses testify that

Hendrichs had expressed himself with some bitter-

ness as to Morgan's conduct (Transcript i^p. 185,

188,257).

On the morning of June 12, 1905, both ]\Iorgan

and Hendrichs went out in different directions to

look for water for their ditch to enable them to

finish their washing on Alma Bench. Morgan re-

turned first and was preparing dinner when Hend-



riehs came into the cabin. During the morning

Plenclrichs had seen the gromid which was subse-

quently located as the Byrnes Bench and Florence

Bell claims, and had learned that it was open for

location (Transcript 151).

According to Morgan's account of the making of

the contract at the trial, he says that Hendrichs at

dinner told him he had seen a "couple of pieces of

ground" on Irene Creek and said "what do you say

" if we go over and locate it after dinner? You
'

' locate one in your name and I '11 locate the other in

" mine and I'll give you half of mine and you give

" me half of yours"; that he thought the proposition

over during dinner and finally said "All right, Joe,

"we'll go over after dinner and locate it" (pp. 75,

98-101, 125, Transcript). At his deposition taken in

May, 1907, he stated that Hendrichs said to him
'

' what do you say to going over and staking claims
'

' together, I stake one in my name and you stake one

" in your name and each own a half interest" (Tran-

script, pp. 225, 226). That Morgan then said: "I will

'

' go with you and look the ground over and if it is all

" right we will stake it". He did not accept the

proposition at dinner, but "after we went over

there" (Transcript pp. 227, 208). Morgan denied

on the trial that he made the statement set forth in

the deposition (Transcript p. 127). Hendrichs ab-

solutely denies that he made any proposition what-

ever to Morgan, but that when he described his morn-

ing's trip to Morgan, and told about the land which



he was going to stake Morgan said, "I will go along

" W'ith you and stake some if there is any ground
" open" (Transcript p. 153).

In the afternoon, both appellant and appellee went

over to the ground which Hendrichs had seen in

the morning. Two adjoining claims were staked off

by the parties, though here again there are many

details in which Hendrichs and Morgan flatly con-

tradict each other. The Byrnes Bench claim,—the

one in dispute—was located in the name of Hen-

drichs, and the notice was witnessed by IMorgan.

The Florence Bell, the adjoining claim, was located

in the name of Morgan and the notice of location

witnessed by Plendrichs. The notices of location,

four in number, were in the handwriting of Morgan.

He testified on the trial that he wrote them, leaving

necessary blanks for the names of the claims and the

descriptions, in the cabin before starting out for the

ground (Transcript pp. 75, 101, 102, 103). On the

taking of his deposition he was not sure whether he

wrote them in tlie cabin or on the ground, but

thought he wrote them in the cabin (Transcript pp.

225, 229). Hendrichs states that Morgan wrote them

on the ground (Transcript p. 154). The original

location notice of the Byrnes Bench which was pro-

duced at the trial, "seems to have been all in one

" handwriting, and it seems to all be filled in regular,

" and it is also unifonn as to spacing" (Transcript

p. 103).



The parties decided that "they would sink a hole

" as near as they could get at it on the line between

" the two claims and make a discovery of gold right

" on the line, so that it would seiwe for a discovery

" on both claims. If we sunk our shaft right on the

" line, we would only have to sink the one shaft'*

(Transcript p. 80). Accordingly, Hendrichs, on the

day after the location began to excavate on what they

both understood to be the line of theii' claims. Mor-

gan, having noticed a stake, says that he went over

his claim for the purpose of discovering whether it

was open to location or not. He found a shaft, and

stakes, and after stepping off the claim, determined

that the only land open for location on the Florence

Bell Claim was a small triangular piece of about two

and one-half acres. According to his testimony,

when he left Hendrichs digging on the supposed line

of the claim, he said to him, before finding the shaft,

"Joe, I have found the initial stake of the Big Eight

" Claim over there", and Hendrichs answered "It

might be", and Morgan then left to make his investi-

gation, saying, "Well, if it is, I don't want to locate

" over anybody else's claim". When he returned,

after having discovered that his claim overlapped the

Big Eight, he testifies that he found that Hendrichs

had already moved in on the Byrnes Claim and was

making a new excavation, and that Hendrichs gave

as a reason for the change, that he thought there was
" no use putting down our shaft there" (Transcript

pp. 81-82, .112-114). Thereupon, Morgan testifies,
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lie tore up tlie location notice of the Florence Bell

with Hendrichs' assent and in his presence (Tran-

script p. 83). Hendrichs denies that Morgan ever

destroyed the location notice in his presence or with

his assent, or ever said anything to him about aban-

doning the claim (Transcript p. 158). Dugan, one

of the witnesses for defendant, on cross examination

testified that he saw the notice of location on the

Florence Bell Claim in July, after the 4th of July

(Transcript pp. 182-183). Morgan, on the other

hand, says he destroyed the notice on either the 13th

or 14th of June (Transcript pp. 83-84).

Hendrichs and Morgan continued their work on the

last hole that Hendrichs had started until they sank

it about twent3-six feet, when they "struck frost",

and as the rain came up, they quit work at the

B3a'nes Bench, and returned to "clean up" on the

Alma (Transcript p. 85). This shaft is directly on,

or at the least is contiguous to the easterly line of the

Byrnes Bench (Transcript pp. 65, 140, 145). The

surveyor who made the surve}^ for the plaintiff and

who thought the hole was only contiguous to the line

and not on it, testifies that the correctness of his

survey depends upon whether Morgan who assisted

hun in making the survey went to the correct stake

or not (Transcript p. 146). Morgan testifies that he

always thought that the shaft was entirely in the

Byrnes Claim (Transcript p. 114). Hendrichs, on

the other hand, thought that the shaft was on the line

dividing the two claims (Transcript p. 158), as it in



fact was. They settled the line and the places where

they should dig, by sighting from the stakes, without

instrTuiieuts. Hendrichs ssijs that he moved from

the place where he was digging because Morgan sug-

gested that he was "too far down" and was '* getting

into the frost
'

', so he moved up on the line and began

the hole which the parties excavated to the depth of

twenty-six feet. These holes are both on the line

(Transcript pp. 61, 63, 158).

After wQrking together in digging this prospect

hole for about ten days, and after making a dis-

covery of gold, the parties went back to the Alma

Bench and finished their work there. Neither of the

parties said anything to Dugan, the owner of the

Alma Bench and the receiver appointed in the action

of Morgan v. Adams and Hendrichs, about having

located claims in partnership or on any joint basis.

Mr. Morgan positively denies ever having had any

talk with Dugan, or with anybody else about his

" being in partners with Joe" (Transcript p. 118).

Dugan directly contradicts him in this statement and

testifies that he had a conversation with Morgan at

Alma Bench during Juh^,—for Dugan was there for

only about a month (Transcript p. 180),—in which

wutness asked Morgan "if he and Joe had gone into

" partnership again", and he answered "no more
" partnerships with him and Joe any more, with him
" and Hendrichs" (Transcript p. 178).

After Hendrichs and Morgan left Alma Bench,

Morgan says he met Hendrichs next in the latter
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part of August or earh^ part of September in Nome
(Transcript pp. 86, 124). (The date Sei^tember 5,

on line four of page 12-t is plainly an error for Aug-

ust 25.) Thev had a conversation according to Mor-

gan, in which the latter asked Hendrichs whether he

had vet filed the location notice, as the ninety days

in which it could be filed had about expired. In

direct examination, he testifies that Hendrichs then

looked through his pockets, and finally said "I have

" got my affidavit down at the house, I believe but I

" will attend to it the next tmie (I) come down"

(Transcript p. 86). On his cross examination, he

testified that Hendrichs found the original notice in

his pocket, and said he would put it on record. This

conversation took place near the recorder's office

(TranscriT)t pp. 121-124). Morgan did not offer to

advance his portion of the recorder's fees; there was

no question made on the subject, he says (Transcript

pp. 124-125). Hendrichs, on the other hand, testi-

fies that he had no such conversation. The location

notice recorded was not the one which ^Morgan wrote

out, but he wrote out a copy from memory and filed

it. Later, after he had filed the copy, he found the

original notice which had been mislaid. He was in

town only a day or so when he filed the copy. If he

had found the original he would have recorded it

(Transcript pp. 160-161). The notice of location

filed for record differs in several particulars from the

notice written out by Morgan, and posted on the

claim. In particular, the recorded notice states in-
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correctly the date of location,;—June 15, instead of

June 12 (Transcript pp. 76, 88). Morgan subse-

quently heard that the notice was on record, but he

does not say who informed him, or how^ he heard

(Transcript p. 87).

In April, 1906, Hendrichs leased the Byrnes

Bench to Morrison and his associates for two years,

and the.y entered under the lease in May, 1906

(Transcript pp. 163, 190). In the latter part of

August or early part of September, 1906, Morgan,

according to his testimony on the trial of the action,

after learning of the lease to Morrison, asked Hend-

richs for a deed to his half of the claim, and the

latter answered "That's in my name and you can't

have it", turned and walked away (Transcript pp.

88-89). Morrison and his associates afterwards in

the fall of the year 1906 "struck pay". Morgan

guessed this partly from rmnor in the fall, but did

not really know until the spring of 1907, shortly be-

fore he began the present suit (Transcript p. 129).

Morgan frequently saw Morrison after the lease was

given, but never told him that he had or claimed any

interest in the Byrnes Bench (Transcript p. 190).

After learning that the lessees had struck pay, he

did not go out to see them until in the fall of 1907,

when he served papers upon them in the present

suit (Transcript p. 130).

No other work was done b}" Morgan except the ten

day's Avork in excavating the hole on the easterly

line of the Bvrnes claim. The tools used and the
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provisions consumed by both Hendriclis and Morgan

were the tools and provisions they had at Ahiia

Bench (Transcript pp. 236-237). No money was ex-

pended by either party except the snm of two and

50/100 ($2.50) dollars paid to the Recorder by

Hendriclis, and Morgan never tendered the half of

the Recorder's fees and neither party ever attempted

to work the claim, except by way of "prospecting",

as before stated, for the purpose of perfecting the

location.

SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS RELIED UPON.

The appellant relies upon the assignments of error

in the transcript (p. 277), numbered 6 to 18, in-

clusive. The errors relied upon raise the following

objections to the decree and findings

:

(1) The complaint and findings do not show the

existence of any consideration for the alleged agree-

ment.

(2) The agreement alleged and testified to by

plaintiff cannot be enforced for the reason that it

rests in parol merely, and there are no equitable cir-

cumstances shovTi to bring it within the recognized

exceptions to the statute of frauds.

(3) The agreement of which specific perform-

ance is granted is not the agreement pleaded in the

complaint, but a different one.
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(4) The remedy of specific performance should

not be granted because the contract is not proved

with that degree of certainty which courts of equity

demand.

BRIEF OF THE ARGOIENT.

I.

Neither the complaint nor the findings show a

valid contract.

There is no allegation of consideration in the com-

plaint. The onl} allegation as to the making of the

contract is as follows:

" Prior to the 15th day of June, 1905, plaintiff

'^ and defendant entered into an agreement wherein
'' and whereby they did agree to locate a certain

" placer mining claim hereinafter described, in the

*' name of the defendant, Joseph Hendrichs, and
'' that plaintiff and defendant should each own an
*' undivided one-half of said mining claim" (Tran-

script p. 1)

.

In order that there might be a valid contract it

was necessary that defendant promised to do some-

thing in consideration that plaintiff should do some-

thing else. If A and B agree together to build a

house, there is no contract. But if A agreed to pay

B a certain sum of money if B would build the

house, we have a good contract, a promise for a

consideration. Wald's Pollock on Contracts, p. 185

(In original p. 167).
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In the present case, if the complaint states a con-

tract, Heudrichs would be bound to convey, though

Morgan neither did nor promised to do an}i;hing

^Yhatever. They agreed to locate a claim. What
was Hendrichs to do and what Morgan"? If Hend-

richs located it alone, under the contract alleged,

Morgan was entitled to one-half. If the agreement

had been that Hendrichs agreed to give Morgan a

half interest in the claim, provided for example,

Morgan assisted him in making the location, we

would have a promise for a consideration. But the

complaint does not aver such a state of facts.

Upon the necessity of alleging consideration under

liberal sj^stems of pleading, see

Acheson v. Western Union Tel. Co., 96 Cal.

641,

where the allegation was that plaintiif "presented"

a message and the defendant "undertook" to for-

ward it. Because no consideration for the under-

taking was alleged, the case was reversed on appeal.

See also,

Bliss Code Pleading, Sec. 268;

9 Cyc, 717, 718;

Patton V. Wells, 121 Fed. 337, 339.

In the last mentioned case, it was alleged that de-

fendant, who was cashier of a bank of which plain-

tiff was president, agreed that they should reorgan-

ize a corporation largely indebted to the bank, and

that they would divide the profits arising from the
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sale of the stock of the corporation, which was held

by the bank as collateral. Plaintiff testified that de-

fendant stated to him that when the matter was

'^ fixed up", and the bank's nione}^ was realized, if

there was something of a surplus, there would be a

fair division. Held, that the promise was nudum
pactum.

See also,

Norton v. Brink, 7 L. R. A. (N. S.), 945

(Neb.) 110 N. W. 669.

II.

THE PLAINTIFF WAS NOT ENTITEED TO SPECIFIC PERFOKM-

ANCE BECAUSE THE AGREEMENT WAS NOT IN WRITING.

(A) Agreements respecting locations of mining

claims governed hij same principles as ordinary real

estate agreements.

Carter's Annotated Alaska Code, Part IV, Section

1046, p. 355, provides as follows:

"No estate or interest in real property other

than a lease for a term not exceeding one year,

nor any trust or power concerning such prop-
erty, can be created, transferred or declared,

otherwise than by operation of law, or by a con-

veyance or other instrument in writing, sub-

scribed by the party creating, transferring or
declaring the same, or by his lawful agent under

- written authority and executed with such form-
alities as are required by law."
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Though many dicta may be found in text-books

and decisions to the broad effect that agreements

with reference to the location of mining claims on

the public domain are not within the statute of

frauds, we think that no case can be found, which

makes the statement the basis of decision, where the

same result would not have followed if the agree-

ment had been with reference to ordinary land.

Mining claims when located have frequently been

held to be "real property in the highest sense",

Belk V. Meagher, 104 U. S. 279;

Moore v. Hammerstag, 109 Cal. 122,

and the general rules of equity with reference to

trusts and agreements resj)ecting realty have been

held to apply to such claims.

Cisna v. Mallory, 84 Fed. 851.

It is difficult to see on principle what difference

there is between an agreement to acquire lands

already patented or located under valid locations,

and agreements with reference to lands to be located.

And the cases do not really make any distinction.

Every case examined which deals with partnership

locations of mining claims would have been decided

in the same way with reference to partnerships in

land.

In the early case of

Gore V. McBrayer, 18 Cal. 582,

it is said that such agreements do not relate to in-

terests in real property, although the decision turns
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on another ground. But as pointed out in

Moore v. Hanimerstag, 109 Cal. 122,

at the time this decision was made, and this dictum

uttered, such claims were assignable by i)arol merely.

The statute of 1860 has changed this, and such

claims can now be conveyed only as other real estate.

In some of the cases the dictum in Gore v. Mc-

Brayer has been repeated, e. g., in

Moritz V. Lavelle, 77 Cal. 10,

but the decisions in such cases can always be rested

upon the general power of courts of equity to en-

force parol agreements with respect to land. In the

case cited last there was an agreement between the

parties whereby one was to supply the necessary ex-

penses and the other to acquire the claim for the

joint interest of the two, and they were to work the

property together and share equally in its profits.

Manifestly, this was a partnership, and equity had

jurisdiction by reason of that fact. The same result

would have followed if the agreement had been to ac-

quire and manage city real estate in partnership.

So in the case of

Shea V. Nilima, 133 Fed. 209 (C. C. A., 9th

Circuit) ; 66 C. C. A. 263,

it is manifest that the learned Judge who wrote the

oi^inion rested the case upon the general rule with

reference to the enforcement of parol agreements

respecting land and not upon any special rule apply-

ing to mining locations, for he cites the case subse-
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quently as an authority in a case respecting a part-

nership in lands generally.

Jones V. Patrick, 140 Fed. 403.

In

Meagher v. Bead, 14 Colo. 335 ; 9 L. R. A. 455,

462; 24 Pac. 681,

the Court discusses the matter of a partnership by

parol in a mining lease upon the general principles

of equity, and in

Hirbour v. Reeding, 3 Mont. 15,

notAvithstanding a dictum in the majority opinion

based upon Gore v. McBrayer, the able opinions

both of the majority and of the dissenting member of

the Court discuss the question upon broad principles

of equity. Indeed, it may be asked where did courts

get the power in this particular class of cases to alter

the general law? The fact is that they have not.

See also,

Ducie V. Ford, 138 U. S. 587;

Patterson v. Hewitt, 11 N. M. 1, 38,

holding that an agreement to abandon a location

and make a relocation was within the statute.

(B) A parol agreement to aequire land and to

liold the same for the joint benefit of the parties to

the contract and afterwards to convey an interest

in the same to one of the parties is within the stat-

ute of frauds, ami is aneuforceaMe.

McKinley v. Lloyd, 128 Fed. 519; Circuit

Court, Oregon)
;

Morgan v. Nelson, 145 111. 586; 32 N. E. 916.
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Several distinctions must be observed in this con-

nection.

First, the case of the ordinary partnership which

incidentally acquires land in the course of its busi-

ness. Plainly where the partnership is established

by any kmd of evidence sufficient to establish a

partnership, it may be sho\^Ti in a suit having in

view the settlement of the affairs of the partnership

and the distribution of the finn's assets, that the

partnership has acquired land for the purposes of

its business, and such partnership land may be dis-

tributed to the partners upon dissolution.

This was the proposition established by Lord

Loughborough in

Forster v. Hale, 5 Yes., Jr., 309,

where he says:

"If by facts and circumstances it is estab-

lished as a fact that these persons were partners

in the colliery, m which land was necessary to

carry on a trade, the lease goes as an incident.

The partnership being established by evidence

upon which a parteership may be found, the

premises necessary for the purposes of that

partnership are, hy operation of law, held for

the x^urposes of that partnership."

This statement has ever since been and now is un-

questioned, and foiins, it is submitted, the basis on

which all other exceptions, of a similar nature, must

rest. It is plain that this rule does not break in

upon the statute, for the reason that there is here

no agreement for the transfer of any interest what-

ever in land. On the contrary, the transfer is made
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by the Court in its decree distributing the assets of

the partnership. Even in this case, however, if the

relief sought is not that of dissolution, but is that of

specific performance, the statute of frauds will j)rob-

ably constitute a bar.

Browne, Statute of Frauds (5th Ed.), sees.

261g, 262

;

Note to Bates v. Babcock, 16 L. R. A. 745;

Note to Scheuer v. Cochem, 4 L. R. A. (N. S.)

427;

Nester v. Sullivan, 147 Mich. 493; 9 L. R. A.

(N. S.) 1106;

Norton v. Brink, 110 N. W. 669 (Neb.);

7 L. R. A. (N. S.) 945.

Second. The agreement may be an express agree-

ment by which one party is to acquire lands for part-

nership purposes and to sell the same and dispose

of the profits in some wa}^ agreed upon by the par-

ties, or to accjuire and improve lands, without any

agreement as to their final disposition. In other

words, it may be a partnership formed for no other

purpose than that of dealing in lands or dividing the

profits of land. Is such an agreement within the

statute of frauds'? Upon this question the author-

ities are in irreconcilable conflict, although the

weight of authority is perhaps in favor of the view

that such a partnership need not be proved by a

writing.

In

Dale V. Hamilton, 5 Hare 369,

Vice Chancellor Wigram held that such contracts
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are governed by the same principles as contracts of

first class above mentioned. There is no contract

for the transfer of any interest in the land, but only

in the profits of the speculation. In other words,

though the partnership is to deal m nothing save

land, the land is only an incident to the partnership.

The Vice Chancellor's opinion seems to have over-

come the contrary opinion of Justice Story in

Smith V. Burnham, 3 Sumner 435; Fed. Cas.

13019, pp. 466, 470,

and notwithstanding the very severe criticism of

Lord Lindley,

Lindley on Partnership, 82,

seems to be the law of England as well as of most

American jurisdictions.

A full citation of authority upon this point may
be found in

Jones V. Patrick, 140 Fed. 403;

Cf., Bates v. Babcock, 95 Cal. 479.

Third. These two classes of cases leave untouched

the question involved in the present case,—is an

agreement l^etween two persons to acquire real estate

in the name of one, who is subsequently to convey

to the other, wdthin the statute of frauds'? Unless

courts are utterly to repeal the statute, such an

agreement must be held to be within the statute.

The acquisition of the lands is not incidental to the

larger matter of conducting a partnership and the

transfer is not made by the Court under its general

powers of administration of partnership assets, but
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the acquisition and conveyance is the sole purpose

of the agreement and if the court enforced it, it

would be extending the jurisdiction of specific per-

formance to all agreements for joint purchase of

lands.

The same courts which recognize the jurisdiction

of equity to distribute land to the partners upon a

settlement of the partnership's aifairs both under

Lord Loughborough's rule and its extension by Vice

Chancellor Wigram, stop at the enforcement of such

agreements.

Thus, in

McKinley v. Lloyd, 128 Fed. 519,

Judge Bellinger, in a case arising in the Circuit

Court for the District of Oregon, held that equity

would not enforce such a contract, while in the sub-

sequent case of

Jones V. Patrick, supra.

Judge Hawley held that an agreement to share the

profits of a partnership formed for land speculation

was not within the statute.

So, in

Levy V. Bnish, 45 N. Y. 589,

it was held that an agreement to buy lands and hold

them in common was wuthin the statute, w^hile in

Traphagen v. Burt, 67 N. Y. 30,

an agreement to acquire and work and improve

farms was not.
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See also,

McElroy v. Swope, 47 Feci. 380;

Morgan v. Nelson, 145 111. 586; 32 N. E. 916;

Parsons v. Plielan, 134 Mass. 109

;

Brosnan v. McKee, 63 Mich. 454

;

Allen V. Caylor, 120 Ala. 512.

The Supreme Court of Iowa in the case of

Doyle V. Burns, 123 Iowa 488, 498,

loses sight of this distinction. The agreement in

that case was one for the acquisition and working

of a mining location, so that it plainly falls withm

the rule in Dale v. Hamilton, and the case is there-

fore correctly decided according to the principles

there laid down; but the Iowa Court says that the

cases of

Pennybacker v. Leary, 65 Iowa 220, and

Richards v. Grinnell, 63 Iowa 44,

overrule the earlier case of

Thorn v. Thorn, 11 Iowa 146.

As a matter of fact, the early case was a parol

agreement that parties should become tenants in

common, without any partnership; the cases in 63

and 65 Iowa were cases of partnerships in land spec-

ulations ; while the case of Doyle v. Burns was itself

a case of partnership to locate and develop mineral

lands.

In api)l3dng the above distinctions, it is imma-

terial whether one of the parties already owms the
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land, or is to acquire it subsequently. Thus in the

leading case of

Settembre v. Putnam, 30 Cal. 490,

an agreement between jolaintiff and defendants,

whereby the former was to render his services as a

practical miner in developing a claim already o^^^:led

by defendants, the contract, when executed (for the

court of equity will not enforce an executory con-

tract of partneiship), was held to constitute the par-

ties partners, and Justice Sawyer held that the

lower Court erred in holding that the plain-

tiff's proper remedy was specific performance. The

proper remedy was for a dissolution of the co-part-

nership.

Neither the contract stated in the complaint, and

of which the Court granted specific performance, nor

the contract to the existence of which Morgan testi-

fied on the trial
—"you locate one and I'll locate the

" other, and I'll give you half of mine and you give

" me half of yours, and wt will have them together"

(Transcript p. 100)—contemplates the fonnation of

a partnership for developing the claims or for doing

an}i;hing more than acquiring them and subse-

quently dividing them.

(C) There wd'S no part performance or other

equitaMe circumstance to take the case out of the

statute of frauds

An oral agreement to transfer lands, in consider-

ation of the performance of services which are
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capable of j)ecamiary compensation, is not taken out

of the statute by reason of the full performance of

the services.

Peters v. Dickinson, 67 N. H. 389; 32 Atl. 154.

(Agreement to convey land for services in cutting

timber on the same.)

Horn V. Ludington, 32 Wis. 73.

(Agreement to transfer property for legal serv-

ices.)

Edwards v. Estell, 48 Cal. 194, 196.

(Agreement to give i3laintiff portion of lands for

his services in aiding location.)

Russell V. Briggs, 165 N. Y. 501,

(Agreement to pay a broker out of land in case

of an exchange being effected by him.)

Howard v. Brown, 37 Ohio St. 402.

(Agreement to leave real estate by will in con-

sideration of work and labor.)

For additional cases, see

26 Am. & Eng. Encyc. Law, p. 54.

In Maddison v. Alderson, L. R. 8 A. C. 467

(H. of L.) (particularly in the opinion of the Lord

Chancellor, Selborne), will be fomid a full discus-

sion of the principles on which courts of equity pro-

ceed in granting performance of parol contracts

partly perforaied, or fully performed upon the part

of one party to the contract. In that case, the en-

forcement of a parol contract whereby a testator
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had agreed to devise property to his housekeeper if

she would continue in his service during his lifetime,

was denied, although she had fully performed her

obligation.

If the services are incapable of compensation by

a pecuniaiy standard, or if the party seeking spe-

cific performance has materially changed his posi-

tion b_v reason thereof, the courts will, under such

extraordinary circumstances, grant the relief sought.

Wliitney v. Hay, 181 U. S. 90.

(Taking care of decedent as a father accomipanied

with change of possession of the land).

Svenburg v. Forseen, 75 Minn. 350, 74 Am.

St. Rep. 490.

It cannot be maintained that the very slight ser-

vices rendered by Morgan camiot adequately be com-

pensated in damages.

(D). There are no circuw.^fauces of fraud on the

part of Hendriehs whieli would take the case out of

the Statute.

The mere breach of a parol agreement to transfer

an interest in lands is not itself fraud; unless the

fraud occurred in the inception, the subsequent

fraudulent conduct of the defendant, if any were

shown, would not be sufficient to change the contract

into a trust.

Dmiphy v. Ryan, 116 U. S. 491;

Purcel V. IMiner, 4 Wall. 513.
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The fact that Hendrichs took the location in his

own name does not constitnte fraud. This was not

only done according to the agreement of the parties,

but was aided by Morgan, who himself wrote the

location notice. The matter is precisely covered by

the remarks of the Supreme Court of Illinois in

the previously cited case of

Morgan v. Nelson, 145 111. 586, 32 N. E. 916,

917,

as follows:

''Xor is there any groimd for the contention
that Nelson procured the title to the property
to be placed in his own name through fraud or
undue influence. All the i:)arties in interest

knew that the purchase was made in the name
of Nelson, and agreed that the title to the prem-
ises should be conveyed to him. Under such cir-

cumstances he cannot be charged ^ith bad faith

or fraud in procuring the title.
'

'

III.

THEBE IS >0 ETIDEXCE THAT THE COXTBACT PLEADED AIND

ENFOBCED BY THE TBIAL COUET WAS EVEB MADE.

(A). The contract of which the Court granted

specific iDerformance is not the contract to the exist-

ence of which the j)laintiff testified as having been

made on the 12th of Jmie, 1905, in his testimony

upon the trial (Transcript pp. 75, 100-101), nor is

it the contract stated in his deposition (Transcript

pp. 226-227) . On the trial, he testifies that the con-
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tract was that each should locate a claim, and that

each would give the other a half-interest in the

claims so located. This agreement, he says, was

made before they located the claims, or before they

began to locate them,—at the cabin. In his dejDOsi-

tion, on the other hand, he says the contract was

not completed mitil they reached the groimd; he

agreed to go over to the gromid, and "if it is all

right, we will stake it". If he did not actually

accept it in words, it is difficult to see how a contract

was ever formed, although defendant might be liable

in a cjuantmn meruit count.

Carr v. Duval, 14 Peters, 77, 82-83.

It is nowhere stated in the deposition that Morgan

did accept, though he does so state upon the trial.

But it is impossible to tell from the Court's opinion

whether the decree is based on his testimony taken

at the trial or upon his testimony upon the taking

of the deposition, for the reason that the Court

enforces neither agreement, but an entirely different

one,—namely, an agreement that they should jointly

locate a claim in the name of Hendrichs, and that

Hendrichs should convey one-half thereof to Mor-

gan. The record will be examined in vain for a

syllable of testimony as to the existence of such a

contract. The mere destruction of the notice of the

Florence Bell location is certainly not evidence of

the creation of a new contract between the parties,

even if it was made by Hendrichs' express direction.

It is just as consistent with the idea that Hendrichs
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at that time determined to abandon the former

agreement ; his conduct in failing to speak, if he did

so, cannot amount to the making of a new contract.

Even to make a "contract by implication", "there

" must be an imequivocal and imqualified assertion

" of a right by one of the parties, and such silence

" by the other as to support the legal inference of

" his acquiescence".

Gray v. Kaufman Dairy Co.. 162 X. Y. 388,

And a "contract by implication" is far from being

the kind of contract that will be enforced by the

extraordinary remedy of specific performance.

It may be said that the destruction of the notice, if

it took place as detailed by Morgan on the trial (and

here again it must be observed that the dramatic

incident of destro^^ing the location notice is not men-

tioned in the deposition, where it is merely said that

it was not recorded (Transcript p. 233)) amounts

to a waiver of the condition that Morgan should

himself locate a claim. But the ob\'ious answer to

this view of the case is that it is not alleged by the

pleadings or found by the Court. It is plain that

the locations of the tT\'o claims were dependent and

concurrent conditions,—neither party was obliged

to perform unless the other party performed or

offered performance.

Oakey v. Cook. 41 X. J. Eq. 350, 363.

It may well be that the lower Court did not so

regard them, for it finds that the agreement men-
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tioned in the complaint was made on the 12th of

June. If it did not think the conditions dependent,

it may have wholly disbelieved the testimony upon

the destruction of the notice of the Florence Bell,

and still have found for the plaintiif because it

believed his story as to the conversation on June 12.

Of course, in that event, the judgment is totally

erroneous. That such must have l^een its theory,

that it must have believed performance by Morgan

immaterial, is shown by the finding that he has fully

performed all the conditions on his part (Transcript

p. 31). According to the testimony of Morgan him-

self there was no performance, but a waiver of per-

formance by Hendrichs, at the very most.

In this connection, it must be observed that Mor-

gan was most directly contradicted as to the destruc-

tion of the location notice not only by Hendrichs,

but also by witness Dugan, who testified in cross-

examination, that he saw Morgan's location notice

on the ground several weeks after the date when

Morgan swore it had been destroyed. (See Tran-

script pp. 182-183, for Dugan 's testimony, and pp.

83, 119, 158 and 235 for Morgan's and Hendrichs'

testimony.)

(B). There is no evidence as to what were the

precise terms of the contract enforced. If new obli-

gations were created by the destruction of the loca-

tion notice of the Florence Bell, they were at most

quasi-contractual and not contractual obligations.
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Before equity can enforce a contract, the proof of

its existence and terms must be clearly established;

it is not sufficient to show a more general under-

standing.

Nickerson v. Nickerson, 127 U. S. 668. 676

;

Carr v. Duval, supra.

In
Cisna v. Mallory, 84 Fed. 851,

Judge Hanford says:

"Grubstake contracts vv'ill be enforced by the

coui'ts, but only as other contracts; that is to

say, it is not enough for parties to assert that

they have rights in order to secure legal protec-

tion, but they must be able to prove in each case

a clear and definite contract, and that by the

terms and conditions of such contract and com-
pliance therewith on their part, rights have
become vested."

Thompson v. Tod, Fed. Cas. 13978;

Peters 0. C. 380;

Hunt V. Rousmaniere, 1 Peters 15

;

Caldwell v. Croft, 54 N. Y. Super. Ct. 523.

IV.

THE CASE IS >0T A PROPER OXE FOR THE EXERCISE OF

THE JUDICIAL DISCRETION TS GRAATIXG A SPECIFIC PER-

FORMANCE.

The matter of granting specific performance is not

one calling for the exercise of a strict rule, but is

a matter of sound judicial discretion. The appel-

late Court may therefore notwithstanding conflict-
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ing evidence, if it believes that the remedy should

not have been granted, review the question and re-

verse the action of the lower Court.

Leicester Piano Co. v. Front Royal &c. Co.,

55 Fed. 190; 5 C. C. A. 60,

and may review the evidence when the decision is

obviously opposed to the weight of evidence.

Moore v. Moore, 121 Fed. 737, 738.

See the recent case of

Marks v. Gates, 154 Fed. 481.

Also,

Wniard V. Tayloe, 8 Wall. 565;

Nickerson v. Nickerson, supra.

Specific performance will not be decreed "unless

" the proof is clear and satisfactory both as to the

" existence of the agreement and as to its terms".

Dalzell V. Dueber Watch &c. Co., 149 U. S.

315, 325;

Pressed Steel Car Co. v. Hansen, 137 Fed.

403, 71 C. C. A. 207

;

Rogers &c. Works v. Helm, 154 U. S. 610;

Walcott V. Watson, 53 Fed. 429, 435.

Is the evidence in this case "clear and satisfac-

tory" as to these points'? The contradictory ac-

counts given by Morgan as to what this oral contract

was, have been already discussed. The only evidence

on which the Court proceeded was the testimony of

Morgan himself.
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First. This testimony is absolntel}' uncorrobo-

rated by a single witness or scrap of docmnentary

evidence upon a single point where the testimony is

contradicted by Hendrichs.

Second. Morgan's story is inherently improbable

in the following respects : (a) He had accused Hen-

drichs of fraud in a foi-mal affidavit filed a few days

before June 12 (Transcript p. 96). He says this

was a mere matter of form and that he was not

unfriendly towards Hendrichs. But Hendrichs was

at least not well disposed towards Morgan on the

12th day of June. (Budke's testimony, Transcript

188; Dugan's testunony, p. 185). It is very un-

likely that they should have entered into a relation

where each would have to tmst the other. Morgan

thought Hendrichs guilty of fraud, and Hendrichs

thought Morgan "cranky". It is almost incredible

that they should have jointly located the claim un-

der these circumstances. Further, though Morgan

considered the affidavit in which he charged the

fraud a merely formal matter in which he acted

under legal advice, it does not appear that he called

his attorney to show this fact.

(b). Morgan wrote out the location notice in the

name of Hendrichs alone, and yet he had no objec-

tion to having his name appear a legal owner of a

mining claim, for he made the location of the Flor-

ence Bell in his ovra name. He was a miner and

understood the manner of locating claims, and knew
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that there were such things as association claims.

(Transcript p. 81). It is highly improbable that he

would not suggest an association or partnership

location.

(c). Morgan did not mention to Dugan the fact

that the claims were located for the joint interest of

himself and Hendrichs, though the matter of the

location was discussed. Dugan was the only third

party at the cabin, j^/lorgan denies that he had any

conversation whatever about the locations ^;^dth

Dugan (Transcript p. 118).

(d). Morgan made no claim upon Morrison or

the other lessees of the Byrnes Bench for a share

of the profits, although he saw them frequently, and

knew that Hendrichs had leased the mining claim

without his consent, and had repudiated the alleged

contract. He did not even make a claim when they

"struck pay" (Transcript pp. 190, 216, 217).

(e). He made no demand from Hendrichs for a

conveyance of his half interest for more than a year

after the location was made. Hendrichs denied that

he ever made any claim.

(f). Morgan says: "no one that I know of ever

" knew anything about my being partners with Joe"

(Transcript p. 118). On the otlier hand there is not

a syllable of testimony tending to show that Hen-

drichs ever admitted to auyone that ^Morgan had an

interest.
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TMrd. Admissions by Morgan to third persons

indicating that he had no interest. Dugan (Tran-

script 2313. 177-8) says that Morgan told him that lie

was not in partnership with Hendrichs in the Byrnes

Bench. Bonnell (Transcript pp. 172-3) testifies

that Morgan spoke of the claim as Hendrichs' prop-

erty.

Fourth. Facts in the nature of real or autoptic

evidence that corroborate Hendrichs and contradict

Morgan: (a). The prospecting shaft was in fact

sunk on the line between the Byrnes Bench and the

Florence Bell claims. This is haraionious with

Hendrichs' story that the shaft was sunk on the line

for the benefit of both locations, and contradicts

Morgan's story that they al^andoned the Florence

Bell a day or so after the 12th of June—for most of

the shaft was sunk after the last-nam.ed date. It is

certainly, to say the least, a remarkable mistake that

both shafts are on the line, when it was mtended that

they should he within the Byrnes Bench line. Again,

if Hendrichs intended to sink the shaft wholly

within the latter claim, why did he not sink it at a

place where there would be no doubt that the work

done would be for the benefit of the claim instead of

on land that might be debatable? It is hardly to be

supposed that both Morgan and Hendrichs, experi-

enced miners, should have made a common mistake

of this sort,—have done work upon a claim in which

they had no interest. This evidence is almost con-

clusive that the shaft was sunk for the benefit of
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both claims and that Morgan did not abandon his

claim, but did the necessary work on it, and aban-

doned it at a later date.

(b). Morgan testified on cross examination that

he asked Hendrichs to record the notice of location

in August or September 1905, and that Hendrichs

then had the original notice of location with him,

that he took it out of his pocket, and Morgan recog-

nized it; that it Vv^as recorded a day or so after-

wards (Transcript pp. 121-122). Hendrichs says

that he did not have the original notice with him at

the time of recordation, but was forced to make as

accurate a copy as he could from memory (Tran-

script p. 160). As a matter of fact, the notice re-

corded was not only a copy, but a ver^^ inaccurate

copy,—for example, the date of the location is wrong

in the recorded notice (Transcript pp. 76, 88). Both

parties seem to have considered recording an essen-

tial part of the location, and it seems inconceivable

that Hendrichs would have prejudiced the validity

of his location by filing an incorrect copy, if he then

had in his possession and easily accessible, the origi-

nal notice. In order to reconcile Morgan's testi-

mony on this subject with the evidence afforded by

the public record, it is necessary to suppose that

Hendrichs had at the time Morgan says he inter-

viewed him within ninety days from June 12 de-

vised a cleverly planned scheme to defraud Morgan

of his rights in a claim, which neither then thought

of any value. Hendrichs thought so little of the
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claim, that, according to Morgan's story, he had

forgotten to record it, and Morgan valued it so little

that he did not even offer to pay in advance his

share of the recording fee—$1.25.

(c). Dngan testifies that he saw the location

notice on the Florence Bell claim several weeks after

the date on which Morgan testifies that it was de-

stroyed (Transcript pp. 182-183).

It is noteworthy that the only circumstances in the

case which do not depend on the trustworthiness of

witnesses corroborate Hendrichs and his witnesses

and contradict Morgan's testimony.

Lastly. It is a fact worthy of comment in consid-

ering whether the testimony of Morgan as to the

contract is correct or not, that his testimony at the

trial has become more definite and favorable to his

side of the case than it was six months before when

his testimony was taken hy deposition (Transcript

pp. 74-75, 98-101, 127, 225, 226-227). The above cita-

tions from the Transcript show the development of

the account of the making of the so-called agreement

of June 12. But the same development is noted in

other important particulars. Thus upon the deposi-

tion he merely thought that he had written out most

of the location notices at the cabin before leaving

for the ground. On the trial he is sure that he did

so, although he achnits that the notice appears 'Ho
^' have all been in one handwriting, and it seems to
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" l^e all filled in regular, and it is also uniform as to

" sj^acing" (Transcript p. 103).

Again, the statement in the deposition in regard

to the destruction of the notice of location of the

Florence Bell is not even suggested in the deposi-

tion, Avhere all that is said is that Hendrichs said he

would not record it (Transcript p. 233). And,

finally, the conversation with Hendrichs about the

recording does not appear at all in the deposition,

but for the first time on the trial. And when he

describes the interview in his direct testimony on

page 86 of the Transcript, he says nothing about

Hendrichs having the notice wdth him. That appears

for the first time upon cross examination at page

121 of the Transcript.

It is respectfully submitted that there is not such

clear, convincing and satisfactory evidence as should

warrant a court of equity in enforcing a parol

agreement in the face of the "Statute to Prevent

Frauds and Perjuries".

Orrix K. McMt^rray,
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Attorneys for Appellant.


